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MOON BASE ALPHA 

COMPUTER ADVENTURE 
Playing Instructions 

Adventures are interactive fantasies in which you play the role of a character in 
an unknown environment . Through the computer, you control your character 
and try to solve the mystery with plain english statements like "OPEN THE 
GATE" or " GET THE KEY". 

The computer considers the first word the verb and the last word the noun . It 
also only looks at the first two letters of each word . Therefore, "OP GA" means 
the same as " OPEN THE G.A.TE". 

Enter " IN" (for " inventory" ) to see what you are carrying . Look at individual 
items for further clues. 
In all of our adventures, you will never get into a "dead end" situation ; there is 
always a way out (unless you die) . 

Below is a list of verbs that you can use (not all verbs will work in all adven
tures). The discovery of all the nouns is left up to you; that 's part of the fun! 

_BU-Y - THROW PUSH LOOK GO DIG CLIMB 
CLOSE CALL ;:+t- PUT OPEN INVENTORY DROP 
DUMP _CDNNte-1' CHARM TURN RETURN ORDER JUMP 
KILL FEED CROSS CHISEL UNWRAP SIPHON PRESS 
PULL LIGHT GET CUT CHOP YELL START 

Loading Instructions 
These programs run on the basic machine. To LOAD the relevant adventure 
rewind the cassette and reset the counter. Then fast forward the tape to the 
relevant position as indicated on the cassette for the adventure that you 
require . Then hold down SHIFT and press RUN/ STOP. The program will 
automatically load and run . 

This cassette contains two copies of the program, one on each side. 

Please ensure that the cassette deck is at least three feet away from the 
television . 

This program has been throughly tested , however in the unlikely event of a 
defect occurring , the program should be returned to the store it was purchased 
or directly to us at:- RABBIT SOFTWARE 

DEPT 16A, 380 STATION ROAD 
HARROW, MIDDX HA1 2DE 

don't forget to contact us on 01-863 0833 if you have any problems. 
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